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COMPETITION AND INVESTMENT IN 
THE INTERNET VALUE CHAIN IN 
AUSTRALIA AND SOUTH KOREA



Executive Summary 
Telcos are part of the connectivity segment of the Internet value chain. It is a symbiotic relationship 
between telcos, content providers and others players in the value chain, where all sides win when 
connectivity is expanded and when more content is made available. The competitive pressure within the 
connectivity segment is changing, from fixed vs. mobile, voice vs. data-centric, to large vs. small 
Internet service providers. Each segment of the Internet value chain is subject to its own laws, rules and 
regulations, and its own risks, investment requirements, and profit opportunities.  

Market access to the last mile is restricted by operating and spectrum licenses and other 
regulatory requirements. This naturally limits investment by content providers and social media 
platforms. Technology platforms therefore invest mainly in data centers, caches, and international 
connectivity. Telco’s enjoy a lower cost of capital and higher Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, 
Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA) margins on average globally, compared to the other segments 
of the Internet value chain. This is partly due to the regulated access to the connectivity segment on the 
Internet value chain and the resulting oligopolies. 

High barriers to entry, the transition to a data-centric business model, and a maturing telco 
sector mean that growth will be more muted and returns lower, though still far higher than their 
cost of capital. Even telcos recognize this new reality and have cautioned investors not to expect high 
margins and 100% dividend payouts. Some telcos have tried to delay the inevitable by appealing to 
regulators to intervene. While regulators in South Korea and Australia can influence the connectivity 
segment of the value chain, attempts to address other parts of the value chain via the connectivity 
segment will only distort the market and result in unforeseen, usually negative, outcomes for all parties 
involved.  

The margin squeeze experienced by some telcos is not result of Over the Top (OTT) applications 
but government intervention. Some telcos have latched onto OTT applications, like social media 
platforms and streaming services, as a convenient scapegoat for the alleged decline in profitability of 
their businesses. This draws attention away from more challenging issues around competition and the 
role of regulation. In the case of Australia, the Federal Government has created a government owned 
company, National Broadband Network Company (NBN), that now owns the vast majority of the fixed last 
mile access to consumers and businesses and has imposed a complex wholesale pricing regime that 
squeezes telco's margins. In South Korea, telcos have managed to persuade the state to intervene and 
impose an entirely new regulatory regime for Internet peering. Instead of commercial imperatives 
governing agreements between parties, the South Korean regulator has inserted itself and regulates 
payment for domestic traffic exchange between networks. This did not lead to more investment into 
content deliver networks and better quality of services for consumers but the opposite. 
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Introduction 
This study analyzes the impact of regulatory interventions into the connectivity segment of the 
Internet value chain for Australia and South Korea. Australian telco’s have argued that revenues are 
declining and that their businesses have negative returns. The claim is that their return on investment is 
lower than their cost of capital and that infrastructure investment is not economically viable unless 
conditions in the sector improve. This study assesses these claims made by the Australian telcos about 
profit margins, cost of capital, and margin squeeze by the NBN. The case study of South Korea is 
discussed due to its approach to Internet peering and Internet Protocol (IP) transit pricing, which may be 
seen as a model by Optus and Telstra. Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, and Vietnam are used for 
benchmarking purposes and to demonstrate the impact of market saturation on telco business models. 

The Internet Value Chain 
The global Internet value chain incorporates various industries across jurisdictions that can be 
distinguished by five distinct segments: Content rights, online services, enabling services, 
connectivity, user interface (Table 1). Each segment is subject to its own laws, rules and regulations and 
regulatory bodies. Each segment also comes with its own risks, investment requirements, and profit 
opportunities. Telcos are generally part of the connectivity segment of the Internet value chain. 
However, some telcos also offer services in other segments of the value chain, including enabling 
services, online services, and even content segments. 

The self-reinforcing mechanism of user-generated content makes the Internet value chain a 
value circle.  Figure 1 adds a sixth segment: the end-user to the value circle. User-generated content 1

drives broadband demand, driving consumers to purchase broadband access and more data and 
ultimately generates the revenue that broadband providers can use to invest in expanding network 

Table  1: Value creation along the Global Internet Value Chain

Segment Example activities

2008 2015 2020

GrowthUSD 
billion

Share 
%

USD 
billion

Share 
%

USD 
billion

Share 
%

Content 
Rights Premium content rights 37 3% 66 2% 186 3% 403%

Online 
Services

e-Travel, video and audio 
publishing, gaming, 
gambling, search, social 
media, information & 
reference, cloud based 
services, other online 
services

477 40% 1,595 48% 3,792 57% 695%

Enabling 
Technologies 
& Service 

Web design & hosting, 
payment systems, 
advertising exchanges, 
CDNs

188 16% 442 13% 812 12% 332%

Connectivity Mobile access, tower 
companies, fixed access 229 19% 586 18% 988 15% 331%

User 
Interface

Hardware devices, 
software and systems 251 21% 659 20% 897 13% 257%

Total 1,182 3,348 6,675 465%

Source: https://www.gsma.com/publicpolicy/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Internet-Value-Chain-2022.pdf

 Value chain is a commonly used term and the value circle concept is used to highlight the self-reinforcing nature of social media. 1

The term value chain is used throughout the paper.

1
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capacity and coverage. User-generated content is different to the other content because of its self-
reinforcing nature: the more users that are online, the more content that is produced by users and the 
more attractive a platform is for new users. OTT use benefits all segments of the Internet value circle. 
The transition from traditional content delivery mechanisms (such as broadcasting or cable services) to 
content on demand or streaming further adds to the demand for broadband. As the Body for European 
Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) confirms , higher demand for content translates into 2

demand for better speeds and data allowances and this increases ISP’s revenues. BEREC calls this 
mutual interdependence and sees claims by telcos for payment from Content Access Providers (CAPs) 
to access their networks as ignoring this interdependence.   

 

For any government, the Internet poses legal and regulatory challenges. Goods and services are 
sold across borders, consumers watch videos from other countries, and OTTs may compete with 
regulated services, such as voice calls and SMS. OTTs are typically not subject to local 
telecommunication regulation because the interaction between users takes place on the public Internet. 
OTTs also do not compete for limited, regulated resources, such as spectrum, rights of way, numbering 
range, etc. Mainly the connectivity and the user interface (type approval) segments of the value chain 
are subject to ex-ante regulation by the telecommunications regulator.  

The Internet is a connected ecosystem. Telcos benefit from the demand for, and supply of, content. 
Content providers (CPs) have as much incentive for a high-quality user experience as telcos and invest 
into bringing Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) ever closer to the edge (i.e., towards the end user) in 
order to reduce latency and reduce international bandwidth. 

Figure 1: Internet value chain turning into an Internet value circle

 BEREC, 2022. BEREC preliminary assessment of the underlying assumptions of payments from large CAPs to ISPs, https://2

www.berec.europa.eu/en/document-categories/berec/opinions/berec-preliminary-assessment-of-the-underlying-assumptions-of-
payments-from-large-caps-to-isps 

2

https://www.berec.europa.eu/en/document-categories/berec/opinions/berec-preliminary-assessment-of-the-underlying-assumptions-of-payments-from-large-caps-to-isps
https://www.berec.europa.eu/en/document-categories/berec/opinions/berec-preliminary-assessment-of-the-underlying-assumptions-of-payments-from-large-caps-to-isps
https://www.berec.europa.eu/en/document-categories/berec/opinions/berec-preliminary-assessment-of-the-underlying-assumptions-of-payments-from-large-caps-to-isps
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Profitability of Segments of the Value Chain 
Market access to the last mile is restricted by operating and spectrum licenses. This naturally 
limits investment by content providers and social media platforms. Technology platforms therefore invest 
mainly in data centers, caches, and international connectivity. The connectivity segment is still the most 
profitable segment of the Internet value chain (Table 2) and returns are significantly higher than the cost 
of capital. 

Investment into a sector with restricted market access means lower cost of capital. A result of 
this privilege is the lower cost of capital and higher EBITDA margins than other sectors. The average 
cost of capital in USD terms for mobile operators in January 2022 was between 4.7% to 5.2% globally, 
below the average cost of capital for all 94 sectors of 5.7%. The cost of capital reflects risks associated 
with a business and telcos are clearly not seen as risky undertakings any longer, and rather as blue chip 
investments. 

Most telecommunication companies are no longer seen as risky tech start-ups, but rather as 
blue chips. Blue chip companies are associated with lower profitability expectations compared to 
growth companies. Nonetheless, the telco sector has amongst the highest EBITDA margins of all sectors 
globally, ranging from 29.3% to 30.6%, way above the average across 94 sectors of 12%. 

The telecommunication sector is less risky than other sectors, which is reflected in the low cost 
of capital. The sector is more profitable than other sectors due to market access limitations. However, 
radio access equipment needs to be replaced every five to seven years, and this requires higher EBITDA 
margins. This is reflected in the average return on equity (RoE) of 14% for mobile operators and 12.9% 
for other telecom service providers, compared to the 94 sector average of 13.2%. Only software, online 
retail and information services had a higher return on equity within the Internet value chain. 

Table 2: Global sector evaluations along the Internet Value Chain

Segment Sectors EBITDA 
margin

Return on 
Equity

Cost of 
Capital

Content Rights
Broadcasting 19.5% 13.4% 5.5%

Entertainment 12.8% 4.8% 6.9%

Online Services

Advertising 7.4% 5.6% 7.0%

Information Services 23.8% 15.9% 7.7%

Retail (Online) 7.4% 26.7% 8.6%

Software (Entertainment) 24.4% 32.0% 8.1%

Enabling 
Technologies & 
Service 

Telecom Equipment 14.2% 11.4% 7.2%

Software (Internet) 7.9% 4.3% 7.2%

Connectivity
Telecom (Wireless) 29.3% 14.0% 4.7%

Telecom Services 30.6% 12.9% 5.2%

User Interface
Electronics (Consumer & Office) 8.4% 14.6% 7.1%

Software (System & Application) 25.1% 20.5% 7.6%

Average across 94 sectors 12.0% 13.2% 5.7%

Source: Aswath Damodaran, adamodar@stern.nyu.edu, 
updated 2022/01/05
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The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) established an average cost of 
capital for mobile operators in Australia of 5% in 2020.  Telstra’s EBITDA margin of 32.2% is above 3

the cost of capital. Its RoE is 12 cents for every Australian dollar of equity in 2021. Telstra’s RoE is more 
than double the cost of capital, which by definition entails a fair return on debt and equity already. The 
RoE from TPG Telecom dropped dramatically after the merger with Vodafone and is below cost of capital 
in 2021, but this is likely to be a merger specific outcome that is going to recover over time. 

An underlying claim to the lack of profitability for telco’s is that they are not fully compensated 
for CAPs use of their infrastructure. However, a report commissioned for Deutsche Telekom, Orange, 
Telefonica and Vodafone states that the costs of the access network are recovered from end-user 
charges.  In other words, there is no justification for the claim that CAPs are free-riding on telco 4

networks and that telcos are unable to cover their costs. 

Table  3: EBITDA margins in select APAC countries

EBITDA Margins 2019 2020 2021

Australia

Telstra 30.3% 32.2% 32.2%

TPG telecom (Vodafone ) 33.5% 32.0% 32.7%

NBN negative negative 29.3%

Optus (Singtel) 32.4% 32.9% 26.6%

Indonesia

XL 39.6% 50.2% 49.6%

Ooredoo 43.0% 46.0% 49.0%

Telkomsel 49.2% 51.1%

Malaysia

Digi 52.6% 50.1% 47.5%

Maxis 49.8% 48.7% 48.8%

Celcom 39.0% 41.5% 42.8%

South Korea

Korea Telecom 21.8% 23.0% 23.3%

LG Plus 22.2% 21.6% 25.3%

SK Telecom 34.0% 31.6% 31.1%

Thailand

Dtac 37.5% 38.3% 36.9%

AIS 43.5% 51.7% 50.4%

TRUE 24.0% 38.1% 40.2%

Source AFS of MNOs

 The benchmark models all require a pre-tax Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) as an input. The ACCC has calculated a 3

pre-tax WACC for this purpose. The ACCC has provided both a real-terms pre-tax WACC (2.511%) and a nominal-terms pre-tax 
WACC (4.996%), since different models in the peer group require a different format of WACC input.” Benchmarking the cost of 
providing MTAS in Australia, September 2020, https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/
Analysys%20Mason%20final%20benchmark%20report%20for%20the%20ACCC%20- 
%20September%202020.pdf
 Frontier Economics, quoted in BEREC, 2022, https://www.berec.europa.eu/en/document-categories/berec/opinions/berec-4

preliminary-assessment-of-the-underlying-assumptions-of-payments-from-large-caps-to-isps 

4
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The growth of the ICT sector is bound to slow down with increasing market penetration. Once 
most households have fixed Internet and most adults have a smartphone, it will be difficult to grow the 
market unless there is an online service innovation that requires radically better service. More content on 
social media platforms is not going to convince a mobile user to move from 200GB to a 300GB package. 
However, 8K video streaming compared to HD may persuade a user to upgrade their bandwidth cap. 
Gaming is another potential growth market for telcos and they could design services with lower latencies 
to target gaming subscribers. 

Mobile product design limits revenue growth. Table 5 displays the average data use per subscriber 
split by LTE and 5G for South Korea’s SK Telecom. While mobile data traffic is still increasing, the data 
also shows that the average usage is below 10GB for LTE users and below 30GB for 5G subscribers. 
While there will be a significant number of very high data users, the majority is not using anywhere close 
to the 100GB, 110GB, 150GB, and 250GB postpaid 5G products on offer by SK Telecom. That also means 
that many customers may increase their data usage without having to move to a better plan for a 
considerable period of time.

Table  4: RoE in select APAC countries

Return on Equity 2019 2020 2021

Australia 
Telstra 14.0% 12.0% 12%

TPG telecom (Vodafone ) 23.0% 6.0% 1%

Malaysia
Digi Group 217% 201% 184%

Maxis 22.4% 20.7% 19.5%

South Korea

Korea Telecom 4.0% 4.0% 9%

LG Plus 6.0% 6.0% 9%

SK Telecom 4.0% 6.0% 20%

Thailand Dtac 23.1% 20.7% 15.1%

Source AFS of MNOs

Table  5: SK Telecom average data use

Unit 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Average Monthly Data Usage per LTE Subscriber GB 5.2 6.0 7.1 8.2 7.8

Average Monthly Data Usage per 5G Subscriber GB 28.0 26.6

LTE Subscribers 1,000 21,078 22,865 24,796 25,022 22,848

5G Subscribers 1,000 2,084 5,476

Mobile Data Traffic LTE TB 109,606 137,190 176,052 205,180 178,214

Mobile Data Traffic 5G TB 58,352 145,662

Total Mobile Data Traffic TB 109,606 137,190 176,052 263,532 323,876

Source: AFS YE2020 page 13

5
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The Data-Centric Business Model 
Data is an integral part of the telco business model. Generally, revenues depend on many factors, 
among them the number of subscribers, subscriber profiles, product design, retail prices, level of 
competition in the sector, and regulation. These factors can be grouped into four categories: 

• Economic factors: Demand for mobile and fixed services as a function of population, GDP per capita, 
GDP growth, unemployment rates, and other factors. 

• Competitive and regulatory environment: Market structure shaped by the number of telcos operating 
in a market segment, fairness of competition, and transparency and predictability of regulations 
impacting market dynamics. 

• Telco strategies: Product design, response to other telcos, and own business model. 
• Investment: Network coverage, investment cycle, and quality of service.  

The telco business model is transitioning from a voice to a data-centric business model. The fixed 
business model has transitioned to a broadband access model. The mobile business model is following 
closely. Data today is the primary source of revenue for mobile operators.  Data networks are where the 5

majority of Mobile Network Operator (MNO) investment of the last two decades has gone. MNOs have 
become mobile Internet access providers, distinguishing their products by speed and quality of service, 
and competing with other forms of access, such as Public Wi-Fi and connectivity in places of work and 
study and the home. MNOs will no longer charge for voice and SMS, only for bandwidth and/or data 
consumption. 

Table  6: Transition to a digital data-centric business model

Analogue Digital

Business model Service Connectivity

Metric Minutes and SMS Bandwidth or throughput

Cost sensitivity Distance, duration and location matter Time, distance and location insensitive 

Billing Access and usage billing (voice and 
SMS off-net / on-net, peak / off-peak) Simple access billing

Traffic 
Monitoring

Detailed traffic monitoring as part of 
the billing system Usage monitoring limited to data use

Postpaid 
subscribers

Detailed vetting to reduce risk or 
revenue loss and expenses that arise 
from call termination and subsidized 
handsets

• Postpaid risk limited to revenue of one billing cycle 
• No external expense risks 
• Prepaid and postpaid do not need to be 

distinguished by pricing 
• Postpaid may be extended without significant vetting

Network 
infrastructure GSM 1G and 2G 2.5G, 3G, 4G, 5G

 Data revenue is exceeding the voice and SMS revenues from most telcos globally. For Africa telcos see the MNO evidence portal: 5

https://researchictsolutions.com/ict-evidence-portal-africa/ict_evidence_portal_africa.php 

6
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Two-Sided Market Business Models and Network Effects 
Network effects are a crucial part of the success of the communications market. Communications 
systems gain value as more users enter the market. New subscribers increase the value of the telco 
network and for all its subscribers, which is known as the network effect. Social media platforms and 
user generated content are the most important drivers for broadband adoption, and thus for the 
increase in value of telco networks. New users mean new interactions and more content to share and 
exchange. The value-add for the telco network of a new user that also uses social media is higher than a 
new user that does not.  

Network effects apply to a lesser extent to streaming platform subscriptions. While a streaming 
subscriber increases the demand for data usage, a new streaming subscriber does not increase the 
value for other streaming subscribers directly. The interaction is not between streaming subscribers but 
between the content provider and the streaming subscriber. Network effects are, however, at play in the 
long term. More subscribers also means more funds to produce or acquire content. One of the reasons 
why so many telco’s have failed to develop a successful streaming platform is that they target their 
existing subscribers but ignore the full market. In contrast, Netflix is telco independent and can target 
the whole population of a country or region.  

 

Figure 2: Alphabet and Meta as two-sided markets 

Some companies in the online service and content rights segments of the Internet value chain 
operate a two-sided market business model. A two-sided market is characterized by two distinctly 
different but interlinked markets. The classic example of a two-sided market is the newspaper business. 
A newspaper can sell its newspapers below cost or give it away for free to attract more readers. More 
readers mean it can charge more for adverts. For the newspaper, one market is its readers, and the 
other market is advertisers. Essentially, one market subsidizes the other—advertisers fund the losses 
from the sale of newspapers. Prices for the newspapers and the advertisements are interlinked and the 
company has to consider both markets together for its business strategy. 

Social media platforms and search engines operate a two-sided market  model, where access to 6

platform or searches are free and revenue is generated through advertisements. Companies in the 
content rights segment may also operate a two sided-market model, such as CNN and other 
broadcasting streaming services. A subscription streaming service on the other hand, is a simple single-
sided market. If the streaming service would start an alternative cheaper or free service, funded partially 
by advertisements, then that service would also be a two-sided market. 

Regulatory interventions in the connectivity segment of the value chain affect single and two-
sided market business models differently. Companies that operate a single-sided business model 
may offset any cost imposed by a regulator by simply raising the subscription price for that country. This 
is exactly what happened in South Korea, where Netflix increased its subscription price after the court 
found it liable to pay “network usage fees”  It would be much more complex for a two-sided market 7

business model where “subscription” is free. The next section will discuss this in the case of regulating 
Internet peering and IP transit arrangements.  

 In some countries, the term multi-sided market is preferred. In this report, the terms of interchangeable. 6

 Netflix raises subscription fees in S. Korea amid controversies over network usagehttps://en.yna.co.kr/view/ 7

AEN20211119002500320 

7
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Internet Peering and IP Transit Versus Sending Party Network Pays  
The mechanisms to handle and bill for data flows are peering and IP transit pricing. These two 
concepts arose from the early formation of the Internet when commercial networks were built on top of 
ARPANET and NSFNET, the US government defense network and the academic research network, 
respectively.  In the Internet’s early history, there were a small number of Internet service providers 8

(ISPs) and it was easy to negotiate traffic exchange. During this period, traffic was exchanged equally 
between peers. 

 

Peering refers to the exchange of traffic between two Internet providers, where the exchange of 
traffic is payment free (settlement-free) because the traffic volumes are approximately equal. As 
the Internet expanded, the number of Internet service providers exploded and a more efficient system 
was designed based on a central exchange point, called an Internet Exchange Point (IXP). IXPs allow 
traffic to be exchanged locally, bypassing expensive international links. TeleGeography now lists 1,044 
IXPs globally.  This is where the concept of IP transit was developed. IP Transit is when a smaller 9

network (an ISP) purchases access to a much larger network (a backbone provider), such as Deutsche 
Telekom or France Telecom, and then has access to all networks globally based on a backbone 
providers’ peering agreements with other networks. 

Figure 3: Peering and transit in IP interconnection

 https://www.analysysmason.com/consulting-redirect/reports/ip-interconnection-korea-white-paper/8

 https://www.internetexchangemap.com 9

8
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Video streaming and user generated content sharing services like social media increased the 
demand for low latency data connectivity. This led to the growth of Content Delivery Networks 
(CDNs). A CDN is a cache of content like videos, music, or commonly accessed websites like CNN. This 
cache is hosted at various points along a network: initially it was hosted only on a backbone network, but 
it gradually moved closer to the user. Today, many local ISPs also host CDNs. This is called an on-net 
CDN (Scenario 4 in Figure 4) and the benefit is that transmitting content from the cache to users is 
essentially free.  10

Traffic coming from on-net CDNs is growing significantly. A CDN hosted in an ISP lowers the cost of 
IP transit because there is no need to get that content from the backbone provider. The CDN is updated 
during off-peak times. The downside for backbone providers is a reduction in wholesale revenues in the 
loss of IP transit fees from ISPs that previously did not have content caches. Figure 5 shows that on-net 
CDN traffic in France nearly doubled between 2019 and 2020. It also shows the impact of COVID on data 
consumption patterns: during COVID, users demanded more videos, which are often hosted on on-net 
CDNs. 

Figure 4: Content Delivery Networks  moving closer to the edge

 See ARCEP, The State of the Internet in France 2018, page 39, https://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/report-state-10

internet-2018_conf050618-ENG.pdf 

9
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The exchange of data traffic is based on a set of tried and tested voluntary commercial 
agreements. These agreements change based on commercial imperatives. As blockages have 
occurred, new innovations have been developed, such as CDNs, to ease congestion and lower the cost 
of provision. Current commercial arrangements are ideally suited towards the inherent characteristic of 
the Internet: the end-user is the one initiating the request for data. This is in direct contrast to the 
analogue telephony world, where the receiving party does not initiate the call. 

A Sending Party Network Pays (SPNP) regime would impose payments on all ISPs and replace a 
system with insignificant transaction costs with a high cost system that requires regulatory 
oversight. It is estimated that 99.5% of all peering arrangements have no written contract  and 11

therefore negligible amounts of administration. SPNP replaces this system with a contractual relationship 
that imposes high administrative costs on all parties, raising the cost of Internet access.  “A complex 12

and inherently inefficient global web of payment transactions would need to be established where (in 
most cases) none exist today.”  13

Summary 
The telco business model is to provide access to the Internet. Content growth drives their revenues 
and inspires their investments. It is a relationship of mutual interdependence where all sides win when 
connectivity is expanded and when more content is made available. Telcos currently generate above 
average EBITDA margins from the demand for broadband connectivity. The growing demand for 
broadband connectivity initially came to a large extent from user-generated content from social media 
platforms such as Facebook, WeChat, TikTok, YouTube, and others. It will increasingly be driven by high 
quality streaming and gaming in the future. 

Social media platforms are two-sided markets where revenue is not generated by charging 
users, but from advertisements. Streaming services, on the other hand, are a single-sided market. 
These two different business models are affected differently by regulatory interventions in the 
connectivity segment of the Internet value chain.  

This online service segment of the Internet value chain does not have legal entry barriers such as 
licenses to operate. Telcos are free to provide streaming or online services if they decide that this is a 
profitable venture. Social media, high quality content, and connectivity are very different businesses and 
very specific skills sets are required for each. Many telcos that tried entering the content market have 
failed.14

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

7.1

3.93.8

1.21

Figure 5: Traffic growth for CDNs hosted on local ISPs networks in France (Source: ARCEP)

 Wik Consult, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2150626 11

 Marcus (2012), Revising the ITRs: A European Policy Perspective, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?12

abstract_id=2150626.
 Marcus (2012), Revising the ITRs: A European Policy Perspective, page 35, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?13

abstract_id=2150626.
 See the experience of South African telcos: https://dailyinvestor.com/technology/182/billion-rand-mistake-all-south-african-14

telecoms-operators-made/ 

10
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Impact of the Middle Mile Monopoly in Australia 
Australian telco’s have argued that revenues are declining and that their businesses have 
negative returns—that is, returns on investment that are lower than their cost of capital. They 
argue that infrastructure investment is not economically viable unless conditions in the sector improve. 
Australian telco’s have produced a laundry list of challenges facing the Australian Internet sector. The 
main factors impacting the sector as listed by the telco’s are in Table 7.  

Access has improved significantly in Australia but prices are higher than other select APAC 
countries and average download speeds are slower. The causes of Australia’s poor performance 
cannot be attributed to a single, root cause. The Australian telecom market is dominated by a small 

Table  7: Media statements from Australian telco CEO’s

CEO  and Senior Executive Statements Comments

Optus* º

Structural shifts are stripping profitability out of 
the sector: The NBN, growth of the tier-two MVNO 
market, and the over-the-top providers, who 
contribute little, if anything, to the infrastructure 
they rely on, yet drive increased usage and 
continued investment for telecommunications 
infrastructure providers. 

• The NBN introduced a regulatory monopoly that 
increases prices and negatively impacts quality 
of service in Australia.  

• Higher wholesale prices mean higher retail 
prices for consumers.  

• Content providers increase the demand for 
broadband data. 

• The MVNO market provides revenues for 
infrastructure owners.

We are talking some of the biggest global 
providers - the large gaming companies and social 
media platforms - who in effect are receiving a 
massive cross-subsidy from the Australian 
communications sector, internet users and 
taxpayers. 

• Telco’s mostly operate in the connectivity 
segment of the global Internet value chain. Each 
segment of the value chain has its own 
investment requirements and risks and profit 
opportunities. 

• Content providers increase demand for 
broadband. Declining profit margins from the 
increased demand is not a case of cross 
subsidization of content providers but domestic 
features of the sector.

Telstraª

Most telcos' returns on invested capital are already 
below their cost of capital. 

This is not the case for Telstra but it is true for 
TPG Telecom (though negative RoE only occurred 
after the merger with Vodafone)

Unless the economics, therefore, in the industry 
are allowed to improve, the consequences will be 
lower investment in the future, which will lead to 
poorer-quality networks similar to that which you 
see in many international markets. Competition is 
intense in our industry in both fixed and mobile. 

The real problem is a margin squeeze on 
Australian operators caused by the NBN.

The last few years in particular has seen increasing 
data allowances to customers and other inclusions 
as well as falling prices. Competition is good for 
industry, and it's good for customers, but it would 
be wrong to conclude that there is insufficient 
competition in Australia today.

Traditional assessments of competition, such as 
high prices compared to other countries in the 
region, market concentration and poor quality of 
service indicate that the market is not sufficiently 
competitive. 

Sources:  
* Bayer Rosmarin, CEO Optus, https://www.afr.com/companies/telecommunications/nbn-netflix-squeezing-
margins-to-breaking-point-optus-20201129-p56iwp  
ª Andrew Penn, Telstra CEO, https://bulletin.webull.com/
20191014/150362653/0e41a0206268a49dd42d41fc44aadc53 
º Andrew Sheridan, Optus Vice President Regulatory and Public Affairs, https://www.optus.com.au/content/dam/
optus/documents/about-us/media-centre/speeches-and-reports/2022/commsdayas.pdf 
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number of players. In the wholesale sector, the NBN accounted for 93% of all data downloaded.  In the 15

mobile retail sector, the market is dominated by three players: Telstra, TPG Telecom and Optus. 
TPGTelecom and Telstra have just signed an infrastructure sharing agreement9 that will give TPG access 
to 3,700 of Telstra’s mobile base stations. In exchange, TPG will give Telstra access to spectrum across 
both 4G and 5G bands. As the ACCC notes: “With the 3 major MNOs now accounting for over 91% of the 
total retail mobile phone market, and almost 95% of the post-paid market, competition remains muted 
and many consumers are paying more” (ACCC, 2021).  16

 

The wholesale fixed line market is dominated by the NBN. The process to build the NBN was 
initiated in 2009 and completed in 2020 with the objective of delivering fiber to 93% of households in 
Australia. As the fiber build progressed, the NBN acquired the existing fixed-line network from Telstra. 
The end point was that, over time, Telstra would migrate to a primarily retail business, effectively 
realizing structural separation between its retail and wholesale businesses.  

 

In 2017, an updated pricing regime for accessing the NBN was put in place. The new framework 
was designed to give resellers greater control over the quality of the connection. There are two 
components to prices for resellers: the Access Virtual Circuit (AVC) and the Connectivity Virtual Circuit 

2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

9%15%13%13%
17%

17%19%19%

31%
26%27%27%

44%42%41%41%

Telstra Optus TGP Telecom MVNOs

Figure 6: Retail market share for mobile services (Source: ACCC, 2021)

Figure 7: NBN pricing regime

 https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/communications/monitoring-reporting/internet-activity-record-keeping-rule-15

rkr/june-2021-report 
 https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Communication%20Monitoring%20report.pdf 16
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(CVC). The AVC is the standard monthly charge per user. The CVC is the amount that a reseller pays the 
NBN for bandwidth over and above the allocated bandwidth in the AVC (see Figure 7). This means that it 
is up to the reseller to determine how much extra bandwidth they are going to require, that is, above 
their initial allocation as part of the AVC. The NBN pricing regime was intended to incentivize resellers to 
structure when users would need access to the Internet and so lead to a better Internet experience for 
all users. 

The NBN’s latest price proposal from March 2022 was rejected by the Minister for 
Communications. According to the Minister, the proposal was unacceptable because it would have 
seen increases of up to inflation plus 3%.  In addition to the price increases, the NBN proposal was 17

looking for approval from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) to be able to 
increase prices based on its own discretion rather than asking for permission from the ACCC. The 
Minister has asked for a new proposal. NBN is pushing to get approval on a new proposal as soon as 
possible and issued a new proposal on the 12th of August that included scrapping CVC by 2026.  18

Operators have responded more positively to the latest proposal but also suggested that there needs to 
be more work on the proposal over the course of the year.   19

Demand for NBN services has grown rapidly. While mobile broadband has also grown, the volume of 
data that is transmitted via the NBN is considerably larger. Table 8 shows that NBN data volume has 
grown faster than mobile broadband, while non-NBN data volume has rapidly declined. 

Data downloads at higher speed tiers have increased faster than at lower speed tiers. At a 
wholesale level, the NBN offers different upload and download speed tiers. Figure 8 shows that the 
amount of data downloaded at the 100 Mbps or greater tier grew by over 265% in the 18 months 
between June 2019 and December 2020, but that the 50 Mbps speed tier is still the largest with more 
than three times the data downloaded compared to the 100 Mbps speed tier. 

Table  8: Data volume in Petabytes (Source: ACCC, 2021)

Jun-19 Dec-19 Jun-20 Dec-20 Jun-21 % change

NBN (fixed) 3,479,104 4,874,087 6,277,856 7,761,529 8,204,246 135.8%

non-NBN (fixed) 1,811,362 1,383,295 1,135,182 836,589 588,452 -67.5%

Total fixed 5,290,466 6,257,382 7,413,038 8,598,118 8,792,698 66.2%

Ratio of NBN to non-
NBN (fixed) 66.0% 78.0% 85.0% 90.0% 93.0% 40.9%

Mobile broadband 143,994 146,878 175,303 245,847 250,740 74.1%

Source: ACCC, 2021 https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/communications/
monitoring-reporting/internet-activity-record-keeping-rule-rkr/previous-reports 

 https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/unacceptable-nbn-co-sent-back-to-square-one-on-pricing-model-20220727-17

p5b51d.html 
 https://www.itnews.com.au/news/nbn-co-proposes-to-axe-cvc-across-all-plans-by-mid-2026-583906 18

 https://www.itnews.com.au/news/telstra-tpg-telecom-optus-assess-nbn-co-price-model-rejig-583930 19
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If data demand increases rapidly, the NBN pricing regime means that costs for resellers escalate 
faster than retail prices. This leads to an inevitable margin squeeze for these resellers who have to pay 
the over-usage fee to the NBN. The NBN is seen by nearly all operators as a major constraint to 
connectivity in Australia. In fact, Telstra records what it calls a “NBN headwind” in its Annual Report, 
defined as the net negative recurring EBITDA impact on its business.  For 2021, Telstra estimated that 20

the “NBN headwind” would be around AUS700 million.  Optus lists low NBN resale margins as one of 21

the causes of its lower EBITDA margins for the 2020 financial year.  TPG Telecom also sees low margins 22

from the NBN as a factor.  As a result of low margins from NBN, TPG sees 5G as an alternative to Fibre 23

to the Home (FTTH) because it will reduce wholesale costs.  24
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Figure 8: Volume of NBN data downloaded by wholesale speed tiers (Source: ACCC, 2021)
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Increasing wholesale costs means higher retail prices. Australia is one of the most expensive for 1GB 
of data amongst the APAC countries. 1GB of data in Malaysia, for example, is less than a quarter of the 
price compared to Australia (Figure 9). Even for the larger 20GB usage of prepaid data, Australia is 
considerably more expensive that Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam (Figure 10). 

 

Australia faces particular geographical challenges in maintaining  profitability for broadband 
infrastructure investment. It is a massive country with a widely dispersed population. Figure 11 below 
shows that Australia has the second lowest average broadband speeds of the APAC countries. While 
some APAC countries are very different to Australia, Thailand has over 11.5 million fixed broadband 
subscribers  and an average speed that is more than 3 times faster than Australia and at a price that is 25

nearly a third of Australia.  
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Australia’s MNOs have already transitioned to a data-centric business model for their postpaid 
products. All SIM-only contracts of Telstra, Optus and TGP Telecom come with unlimited national calls 
and SMS. Prices per GB vary from AUS0.13 to AUS2.25 for SIM-only contracts. Optus and TGP Telecom 
are significantly cheaper than Telstra. What is striking for the Australian market is the extra value 
between the lowest cost contract and the higher value contracts. The cheapest SIM-only contract on 
offer in Australia is Vodafone’s 40GB for AUS40. However, there is a package at AUS45 that offers 
double the data volume at 80GB. The price difference between 80GB and 300GB is merely AUS15, 
which suggests that increased demand is not a major concern for operators.  

The prepaid pricing also points to the adoption of data-centric business models. All of the prepaid 
data bundles of Optus and most of TPG Telecom included uncapped SMS and minutes. Prices per GB 
are nowhere near the postpaid prices. In a fully data-centric model, prices for prepaid and postpaid data 
will be similar. For a digital telco, prepaid means money immediately in the bank. Postpaid, on a month-
to-month basis, does not offer much protection against churn, unless customers can be locked in with 
handset finance. 

The trend will be towards two main customer segments: those that stream high quality video or 
Augmented Reality and those that only use regular Internet with low bandwidth requirements. The 
product differentiation is going to be speed and latency. 

Table  9: SIM-only postpaid products in Australia in Q1 2022

MNO Sim Only 
Product

Subscription 
in A$

Bundled 
data GB Speed Unlimited 

slow data

Unlimited 
voice and 

SMS

Price per 
GB regular 
data in A$

Telstra

40GB 55 40 4G LTE Yes 1.38

80GB 65 80 5G Yes 0.81

120GB 85 120 5G Yes 0.71

180GB 115 180 5G Yes 0.64

Optus

200GB 65 200 5G Yes Yes 0.33

500GB 115 500 5G Yes Yes 0.23

500GB 12 
months special 65 500 5G Yes Yes 0.13

240GB 85 240 5G Yes Yes 0.35

20GB 45 20 5G Yes Yes 2.25

80GB 55 80 5G Yes Yes 0.69

TGP 
Telecom

40GB 40 40 5G Yes Yes 1.00

80GB 45 80 5G Yes Yes 0.56

200GB 50 200 5G Yes Yes 0.25

300GB 60 300 5G Yes Yes 0.20

unlimited 65 unlimited* 5G Yes 0.13

Source MNO websites, * 500 GB assumed for the price per GB calculation
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Previously, Optus and Telstra's CEOs blamed NBN pricing for the high cost of connectivity.  The 26

ACCC conducted an inquiry into NBN pricing but decided not to change it in late 2020 . The 27

Government’s refusal to review NBN pricing means that operators have shifted their focus to OTTs as the 
primary cause of Australia’s underperformance.  

The Australian government now owns the vast majority of the wholesale sector. It has imposed a 
complex and outdated wholesale pricing regime  that squeezes telcos’ margins and provides poor 28

quality of service. Australia lags nearly all comparable APAC countries in terms of prices and average 
download speeds. The NBN is the over-riding cause of the poor economic viability that telco’s complain 
about. The lack of wholesale competition and misplaced regulatory intervention are the main culprits 
that need to be addressed. 

Table  10: Prepaid data products in Australia in Q1 2022

MNO Product Once-
Off Price

Validity 
days

Bundled 
data GB

Unlimited 
Voice

Unlimited 
SMS

Price per GB 
in A$

Optus 
(Singtel)

Prepaid 35GB 30 28 35 Yes Yes 0.86

Prepaid 45GB 40 28 45 Yes Yes 0.89

Prepaid 50GB 45 28 50 Yes Yes 0.90

Prepaid 55GB 50 28 55 Yes Yes 0.91

Prepaid 65GB 60 28 65 Yes Yes 0.92

Telstra 2GB per week 10 7 2 Yes Yes 5.00

5GB for 14 days 20 14 5 4.00

12GB for 28 days 30 28 12 2.50

35GB for 28 days 50 28 35 1.43

TPG 
Telecom

2GB per month 15 30 2 7.50

4GB per week 10 7 4 Yes Yes 2.50

7GB per month 30 30 7 4.29

8GB for 14 days 20 14 8 Yes Yes 2.50

10GB 28 days 30 28 10 Yes Yes 3.00

14GB per month 45 30 14 3.21

20GB per month 40 30 20 Yes Yes 2.00

30GB per month 50 30 30 Yes Yes 1.67

45GB per month 60 30 45 Yes Yes 1.33

Source MNO websites

 See for example: https://www.zdnet.com/article/telstra-blames-nbn-for-h1-profit-plummeting-by-au500-million/26

 https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/27

Inquiries%20into%20NBN%20access%20pricing%20and%20wholesale%20service%20standards%20-%20Final%20report.pdf
 https://www.zdnet.com/article/nbn-pricing-remains-too-high-too-complex-and-uncertain-telstra/ 28
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Regulated Internet peering in South Korea 
In 2016, the South Korean Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT) formulated a SPNP rule.  This 29

meant that the traditional combination of peering and IP transit was dropped for an IP transit system only 
and ISPs had to pay each other for the transfer of traffic instead of a settlement-free option (i.e., 
peering). This approach effectively killed settlement free peering in South Korea.  After complaints from 30

smaller ISPs, this system was modified in 2019 to more closely match previous arrangements that 
already exist commercially, where if the ratio of data traffic exceeds an traffic imbalance factor of 1.8 
between two ISPs, then the ISP sending more traffic to the other has to pay fees.  If the ratio is less than 31

1.8, then a standard peering arrangement is in place.  

In South Korea, three telco’s dominate the market for broadband (mobile and fixed): KT, SK 
Telecom and LG Telecom. While these companies are publicly traded, they are part of the chaebol 
system: a system of family-owned businesses tightly integrated into the political elite and seen as 
instrumental in driving economic growth.  

In 2017, two ISPs - SK Broadband and LG Uplus - began charging KT for the traffic it was sending 
under the SPNP rule , on the basis that KT was sending more than 1.8 times the traffic that it was 32

receiving from SK Broadband and LG Uplus. KT tried to pass on some of the charges onto Facebook as 
KT passed on Facebook traffic to SK Broadband and LG Uplus. The KCC alleges that after the 
breakdown of negotiations between KT and Facebook, Facebook changed the location of the connection 
routes to exchange traffic with KT in Hong Kong, rather than in Korea. The KCC claimed that connections 
to Facebook were slower as a result and issued Facebook a fine of 396 million won (US$ 321,000), 
arguing that the traffic routing change had harmed users.  On 11 September 2020, the Seoul High Court 33

sided with Facebook and dismissed the KCC case.  The case is now on appeal to the Korean Supreme 34

Court.  

The KT example illustrates the disincentives of the SPNP regime. Content providers need to invest 
in infrastructure to establish connection points in Korea to exchange traffic with local ISPs.  But if this will 
result in content providers being forced to pay local ISPs network usage charges, then this 
disincentivizes content providers from investing in connection points that are closer to end-users. While 
the rest of the world tries to get content caches ever closer to the edge — to the end-user — exchanging 
traffic in South Korea may carry costs for ISPs. Instead of increasing the quality of service for the end 
user and stimulating investment into interconnection points, exchanges may be moved abroad, 
potentially increasing latency and adding costs for ISPs. Figure 12 shows the disincentives inherent in 
the SPNP regime.   

Table 11: Global best practice vs. South Korea

MSIT Intervention Global best practice 

2016 Introduction of the Sending Party Network Pays (SPNP) rule. ISPs 
have to pay each other to transfer traffic (i.e., IP transit only)

Combination of peering and IP transit 
in order to exchange traffic 

2019 Introduction of the 1.8 ratio as threshold for IP transit payment. 
Peering re-introduced as long as it is within a predefined ratio 

Commercial agreements between 
networks 

2020 CP’s are required to ensure service stability, including potential 
payment of fees to ensure quality of service 

Commercial agreement between 
CP’s, ISPs and backbone providers 

 http://opennetkorea.org/en/wp/3122?ckattempt=1 29

 https://www.internetsociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Internet-Peering-in-Asia-Pacific-EN.pdf 30

 https://english.etnews.com/20191223200001 31

 http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20190827000844 32

 https://epicenter.works/sites/default/files/background_southkoreaspnp.pdf 33

 http://www.businesskorea.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=51838 34
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Smaller ISPs have an incentive to host a CP’s cache to serve their customers only. That means 
they are not exposed to the risk of having to pay other ISPs (Scenario 1) and they avoid having to pay 
high IP transit fees (Scenario 2). CPs are reluctant to incur the additional costs of putting a cache on a 
small ISP’s network. It would be more effective to host them with larger ISPs that connect to the smaller 
ISPs. Larger ISPs, however, have a disincentive to host caches unless they can be compensated for the 
SPNP fees they have to pay to smaller ISPs by CPs. The net result is that some CPs view the South 
Korean environment as too risky and only host their caches outside of South Korea.  Of course, content 35

cached at an IXP would also be a solution, but there are reports that this option is resisted by larger 
ISPs25 because it would undermine their claim to fees. 

In 2020, the MSIT passed an Enforcement Decree of the Telecommunications Business Act (TBA) 
requiring all CP’s to guarantee the quality of their service. Under the decree, all value-added 
telecommunications businesses (such as CP’s) are required to secure the “means of service stability”.  36

This applies to all companies, both foreign and domestic, that have more than 1 million daily users and 
take up more than 1% of total network traffic in South Korea.  This decree essentially targets content 37

providers and especially large content providers like Netflix, which is why it has been called the “Netflix 
Law”. This decree has been interpreted by the media as a requirement for CP’s to pay ISPs a ‘network 

Figure 12: Disincentive for hosting caches

 Analysys Mason, page 15, https://www.analysysmason.com/contentassets/f0a00cc9ba3946bdb5e0be2f46396f04/analysys-35

mason—ip-interconnection-white-paper-210520.pdf 
 Telecommunications Business Act, Presidential Decree No.31614, 06. Apr, 2021. Article 30-8 36

 https://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/2020/09/10/business/industry/Netflix-Naver-Kakao/20200910194700425.html 37
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usage fee’. However, the term ‘network usage fee’ is not used anywhere in decree. According to the 
decree, CP’s must ensure service stability ahead of an anticipated increase in data volume by:   38

• Optimizing content transmission (for example, by using an appropriate video encoding technology);  
• Increasing the capacity of servers;  
• Planning the best route for the delivery of content;  
• Securing the smoothness of the Internet connection (the assumption is that this means that there is 

sufficient capacity in the network to handle the increase in demand);  
• Consult, and give advance notification, to an ISP of any increase in traffic. 

There are currently several Bills circulating for comment that do address the payment of network 
usage fees. It seems likely that a new Act will be passed in the future that directly requires CPs to pay 
some sort of network usage fee, though how these fees will be calculated is still vague.  

The decree passes the responsibility for quality of service of the last mile network to the CP. As 
Mozilla  notes: “Going against globally accepted practices, the amendments will make websites, 39

instead of ISPs, responsible for ensuring users have a stable network experience, free from technical 
challenges such as delays in a website opening or slow download speeds.“ 

The massive success of Squid Game, produced by Netflix, prompted an ISP, SK Broadband, to 
ask Netflix to share the costs of the increased network traffic, claiming that Netflix owed it USD 
23 million.  At the time, SK Broadband hosted a local cache for Netflix and SK had to pay smaller ISPs 40

for the increased traffic from the cache. When Netflix refused, SK Broadband filed for arbitration with 
the KCC. In response, Netflix filed a suit against SKB in the Seoul Central District Court, which 
superseded the arbitration hearings with KCC.  Netflix then filed a civil suit against SK Broadband 41

asking the court to acknowledge that it had no obligation to pay network usage fees.  The court 42

dismissed Netflix’s claim, stating that it did have an obligation to pay SK Broadband , but saying that 43

the precise costs should be settled commercially. This decision is currently on appeal and being heard in 
court with a decision expected at some point in 2022.  

Local content providers like Naver and Kakao argue that the threshold to qualify for being 
responsible for service stability is arbitrary. Why should it be 1% of total network traffic rather than 
3% or 5%? Prior to September 2020, it was only local content providers that were paying network usage 
fees of between USD 56 and 80 million per year to local ISPs for bandwidth.  The 2020 enforcement 44

decree expanded the criteria to all content providers and met one of Naver and Kakao’s complaints that 
network usage fees unfairly discriminated against them.  

Because CP’s are responsible for ‘service stability’, CP’s will have to pay to host local caches. In 
the rest of the world, this is a commercial negotiation, where the costs of hosting local caches is often 
shared between the ISP and the CP. In South Korea, the cost is entirely on the CP side. If the CP refuses 
to pay for hosting infrastructure within South Korea, then they face administrative fines.   45

The result of the adoption of the SPNP regime, the doubling down to compensate for 
deteriorating quality of service through the withdrawal of caches and the extension to 
international CP’s, has been negative. Under the commercial regime when traffic imbalances 
occurred a commercial solution was found. It has been a remarkably successful approach and resulted 
in high levels of redundancy and low costs.  The SPNP approach removes this flexibility in exchange for 46

higher prices, higher latency and high regulatory costs. For example, the Korea Internet Neutral 

 Telecommunications Business Act, Presidential Decree No.31614, 06. Apr, 2021. Article 30-8 38

 https://blog.mozilla.org/netpolicy/files/2020/10/Mozilla-South-Korea-Network-Stability-Law-Letter.pdf 39

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-25/netflix-pushes-back-against-squid-game-juiced-korea-usage-fees 40

 https://chambers.com/articles/korean-court-ruling-over-a-network-usage-fee-dispute-between-netflix-and-sk-broadband 41

 https://www.koreatechtoday.com/netflix-files-civil-lawsuit-against-sk-broadband-over-network-fees/ 42

 https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/netflix-pushes-back-against-squid-game-juiced-korea-usage-fees-1.1671255 43

 https://www.econotimes.com/Naver-Kakao-seek-network-usage-fees-from-Netflix-1619786 44

 https://blog.mozilla.org/netpolicy/files/2020/10/Mozilla-South-Korea-Network-Stability-Law-Letter.pdf, page 245

 https://blog.mozilla.org/netpolicy/files/2020/10/Mozilla-South-Korea-Network-Stability-Law-Letter.pdf 46
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Exchange (KINX), the only neutral Internet exchange in Korea, is seeing domestic transit prices equal 
international transit prices , whereas domestic prices are usually much lower in other parts of the world. 47

International transit prices (Table 12) are already higher in Seoul compared to other cities in the region.  

The South Korean SPNP regime was meant to stimulate investment and improve quality of 
service for end-users but achieved the opposite. Subscription prices to streaming services are likely 
to increase. Latency will deteriorate and the user experience will be worse. Consumers will pay a higher 
price for a worse service with fewer content options.  48

If the SPNP regime were expanded internationally, it would require an intricate global payment 
regime. The result will be higher cost for the consumer as a consequence of the increase in cost of 
regulation and economic inefficiencies through restriction in fair competition. The case of South Korea 
demonstrates that a SPNP regime has the opposite effect to the intended objectives. It reduced 
investment (fewer CDNs not more), lead to lower quality of service (the result of fewer CDNS) and 
increased the prices for the end-user.  The MSIT’s response to these negative outcomes was to double 49

down with further regulations that still do not make sense in terms of MSIT’s intended objectives.

Table  12: Weighted median per Mbps for 10 GigE IP transit

Q3 
2019

Q4 
2019

Q1 
2020

Q2 
2020

Q3 
2020

Q4 
2020

Q1 
2021

Q2 
2021

Q3 
2021

Seoul 3.5 4.12 4.12 3.71 3.71 3.3 3.27 2.33 2.27

Tokyo 1.62 1.48 1.49 1.44 1.44 1.39 1.39 1.05 1.04

Hong Kong 1 1.21 1.21 1.04 1.05 1 0.98 0.93 0.92

Singapore 1 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.73 0.73

Los Angeles 0.4 0.38 0.39 0.35 0.35 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.29

Frankfurt 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24

Source Korea Internet Business Association: http://www.kinternet.org/
cfile1/00fa2721-4ef4-4bac-a740-3b3aab796387.pdf)

 https://35v.peeringasia.com/files/Internet.Regulation.in.Korea.pdf 47

 WIK Consult 2022, https://www.wik.org/en/veroeffentlichungen/studien/weitere-seiten/transit-and-peering-markets, page 3848

 In November 2021, Netflix increased its price for its premium package by 17.2% and its standard plan by 12.5% (https://49

en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20211119002500320). Netflix increased the price in the US and Canada a few months later in January 2022 
by 11% for its standard plan (https://9to5mac.com/2022/01/14/netflix-now-up-to-4x-apple-tv-per-month/). Netflix denied that the 
price increase in Korea has anything to do with the network usage fees fight but that it was increasing the price to allow for greater 
investment in content (https://pulsenews.co.kr/view.php?year=2021&no=1082220). However, the increased cost of doing business 
had to factor into Netflixes decision to increase prices. 
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Conclusion 
The telco business model is to provide access to the Internet. Content growth drives their revenues 
and inspires their investments. It is a symbiotic relationship where all sides win when connectivity is 
expanded and when more content is made available.  

Telcos are generating above average EBITDA margins from the demand for broadband 
connectivity. The demand for broadband connectivity initially came from user-generated content 
shared on social media platforms such as Facebook, WeChat, TikTok, YouTube, and others. It will 
increasingly be driven by high quality streaming and gaming in the future. 

The Australian government now owns over 93% of the fixed line wholesale sector. It has imposed 
a complex and outdated wholesale pricing regime that squeezes telcos’ margins and provides poor 
quality of service. Australia lags nearly all comparable APAC countries in terms of prices and average 
download speeds. The NBN is the over-riding cause of the poor economic viability that telcos complain 
about. The lack of wholesale competition and misplaced regulatory intervention are the main culprits 
that need to be addressed. 

The South Korean SPNP regime was meant to stimulate investment and improve quality of 
service for end-users, but achieved the opposite. Subscription prices to streaming services are likely 
to increase. Latency will deteriorate and the user experience will be worse. Consumers will pay a higher 
price for a worse service with fewer content options. 

If the SPNP regime were expanded internationally, it would require an intricate global payment 
regime that increases costs for the end-user. These higher costs reflect the increase in cost of 
regulation and economic inefficiencies through restriction in fair competition. The case of South Korea 
demonstrates that a SPNP regime has the opposite effect of the intended objectives. It reduced 
investment, lead to lower quality of service, and increased the prices for the end-user. MSIT’s response 
to these negative outcomes was to double down with further regulations that still do not make sense in 
terms of MSIT’s intended objectives. 
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